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Perfect addition to VIGA's Super Fire Engine, this role 

play set comes with 2 sets of firefighter costume and 

helmet, 2 walkie-talkies, a flashlight and a horn. The 

vest provides 2 pockets for little firefighters to store 

necessities while they are busy with rescue mission.

Firefighter Role Play Set (8 pcs)44713

Size of Firefighter costume: 410 x 455 mm

Enjoy realistic firefighter experience and learn about basic fire safety with VIGA's Super Fire Engine! 

Super fun and educational role play corner that welcomes several little firefighters to work together 

and finish the rescue mission. A driver is needed to sit in to control the fire engine and ring the siren, 

while other firefighters are busy with water cannon, water hose, and other necessities, such as ladder, 

hammer, fire extinguisher, fire hydrant, etcs. Most importantly, the firefighters need to find a way out 

of the rescue track maze. Comes with a storage compartment to store all loose parts.

Super Fire Engine44712

Size: 1500 x 860 x 1080 mm
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Quickly!
Put out the fire!

To the Rescue!
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watch videos



This cooking tool set includes a sauce pan with lid, a frying pan with an egg, 2 seasoning jars, a spatula, 

a spoon and an oven glove. Encourage imagination, creative play and hand-eye coordination.

Cooking Tool Set - Grey44693

Box size: 195 x 138 x 70 mm
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An exciting addition to VIGA's white kitchen collection! Children 

will love helping with laundry day with this play washing machine. 

Made of high quality solid wood, this washing machine 

comes with a bottle of detergent, a door that opens 

and two movable dials for programming 

with 'click' sound.

White Kitchen - Washing Machine44692

Size: 400 x 364 x 547 mm

This role play set includes a helmet, a firefighter vest, a fire extinguisher, a walkie-talkie, a badge, an axe, 

a flashlight and a horn. Everything can be conveniently stored onto the vest. Perfect for children 

to roleplay firefighter or as Halloween dress-up. Spark imagination and creativity.

Firefighter Role Play Set (8 pcs)44714

*New Addition to White Kitchen Set

click!
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A doll stroller with solid beechwood frame, large wheels 

and EVA tyres for a strong and non-slip structure. 

Accommodate doll size up to 38 cm/15 inch. 

Doll Stroller - Grey44687

Size: 350 x 455 x 555 mm

A doll pram with movable fabric hood, large wheels and EVA tyres for a strong and non-slip structure.

Suitable for dolls in general sizes.

Doll Pram44719

Size: 385 x 295 x 540 mm

Let your little ones get ready in this cute dressing table and stool set! Equipped with a large drawer to 

provide plenty of needs for storage purposes, this wooden dressing table makes a perfect place for 

children to have fun with toys, jewellery, hair accessories and kid's make-up.

Dressing Table44711

Size: Table: 480 x 275 x 840 mm / Stool: 298 x 298 x 230 mm
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Accessories not included

This 2-in-1 changing unit can be used as a doll changing table or a bathtub for shower, and includes a 

fabric basket for storage purposes. When used as changing table, simply place the bed sheet and soft 

pillow on the top board. When used as bathtub, remove the top board and install the water tap and 

shower head. Don't forget to entertain your doll with the classic yellow duck! Develop a sense of 

love and care through role-play. Accommodate doll size up to 43 cm/17 inch. 

Doll Shower & Changing Table44720

Size: 500 x 300 x 545 mm



44708 Climbing Triangle
Size: 740 x 806 x 580 mm

Climbing Arch
Size: 950 x 706 x 426 mm
44710Balance & Climbing Board

Size: 1018 x 464 x 110 mm
44709

Fully compliant with latest EN71-8:2018 (Activity toys for domestic use) standard 

to ensure the safety of children and made of high quality beechwood and plywood, 

this climbing set offers unlimited possibilities and endless climbing fun! Excellent 

for gross motor skill development and promotes balance and body coordination.
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Wall Activity Panel - Percussion Instruments44718

Size: 750 x 480 x 66 mm

*This music wall activity panel features 12 percussion instruments that allow children to explore different 

sounds and rhythm of the percussion world. 

*All 12 instruments can be taken off from the panel, ideal for a number of children to conduct 'mini concert' 

in the classroom, creating memorable music moments and gain valuable skills in music composition. 

*All instruments are made from high quality beechwood to ensure durability and tone quality.

*Featuring 2 hand bells, 1 triangle with stick, 1 wood sounder, 2 cymbals, 1 tambourine, 

2 handle sleigh bells, 2 maracas, 1 guiro with stick, 1 castanets, 1 jingle stick, 

2 claves/rhythm sticks and 1 xylophone with stick.

DING

RATTLE

TAP

KNOCK

CLANG
DING

SCAN to 
watch videos



Magnetic Maze
An exciting game which stimulates children's awareness of spatial relations, hand-eye coordination, colour 

recognition and develops counting and number skills in a fun way. Use attached magnetic stick(s) 

to trace the magnetic balls through the maze.

Size: 300 x 225 x 16 mm

44744 Double Ramp Race Track
Ready, Set, Race! Introducing the first ever double ramp race track with 4 tracks made of different materials 

(mirror as lake, yellow acrylic panel as prairie, green felt cloth as grassland and wood as race track), so 

children can observe different speed and sound as the cars flip from one ramp to the next. Pick either 

single or double racing cars and see who can finish the race and ring the bell first. Great for 

improving visual tracking ability and bring the pleasure of racing. 

Perfect for playing with friends.

Size: 350 x 149 x 370 mm

44745 Counting and Colour Sorting 44746 Colouring Sorting and 
Shape Tracing

*2 magnetic sticks. 
Perfect for playing with friends. 
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44717 Wall Activity Panel - Train
*Choo-choo! Here comes the VIGA train activity panels.

*The locomotive panel has a large mirror for little ones to look at themselves and imagine being the train 

driver. Ring and bell on the top and let's embark on the journey of FUN!

*The blue carriage has a funny mirror, an xylophone, a wood scraper and a rollercoaster-like wire beads 

with flipper!

*On the green carriage, little train drivers need to decide which world attraction they want to visit and pick 

steam train or fast speed train as they wish.

*All the wheels have engraved patterns to touch and feel, also to observe when the patterns turn.

*Perfect addition to early learning environments, childcare centers, public areas (especially train stations) 

and family homes for train lovers!

Size: 1900 x 670 x 70 mm
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44688 Camper Van
Let's hit the road in this beach themed camper van!

Complete with 2 dolls, 2 beach chair with pillow and 

cushion, a side table, a BBQ grill, a beach umbrella, 

a surfboard, a toilet and a pet puppy. Feature sliding 

door, lift-up roof, rooftop rack for surfboard and easy 

open car trunk, all for a realistic role play experience.

Size: 190 x 118 x 125 mm

44689 Coffee Truck
Do you fancy a cup of coffee and a pastry? Complete 

with a barista, a pastry rack, a donut, a croissant, a 

bread, a coffee, a plant as decoration, a coffee sign, 

a coffee machine with table and a blackboard sign. 

Feature lift-up roof, serving window and easy open 

car trunk, all for a realistic role play experience.

Size: 190 x 118 x 150 mm

44690 Geometric Block Gears
Combine shape sorting and stacking, colour 

recognition and pattern matching all in one! 

When all 12 pcs is all together, the gears 

interlock and turn each other. A toy that will 

grow with your child as they develop more 

and more complex manipulation skills.

Size: 220 x 170 x 86 mm

44716 5-in-1 Activity Cube
This delicate activity cube features geometric shape sorting, 

xylophone, track maze, animal flip boards and labyrinth 

of beads to engage children. The bead maze can be 

detached to form 2 separate toys. Provides 

fascinating continuous motion for plenty 

of dynamic playtime.

Size: 180 x 200 x 320 mm
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44706 Stacking Game - Farm
Conveniently packed in a cotton bag, this farm themed 

wooden stacking game includes 12 blocks, just enough 

to build a fun farm scene! Stacking animals on top of 

each other and keeping balance at the same time 

requires great patience and challenges finger 

dexterity and fine motor skills.

Box size: 160 x 150 x 42 mm

44705 City Building Blocks (100 pcs)
This block set will keep your little ones busy for hours building their very own city scene! Conveniently 

packed in a bucket for easy storage and comes with floor puzzle to make a city background, this 

block set include 80 blocks in vibrant colors and various shapes, offering unlimited 

possibilities for building fun! Stimulates imagination, creativity and stacking, 

building and balancing abilities.

Size of Pot: 220 x 220 x 250 mm

44721 Tic-tac-toe
Enjoy countless hours of fun with family and friends 

with this classic tic-tac-toe game. Enhance logic 

and strategy thinking skill.

Size: 220 x 220 x 18 mm

44707 Color & Shape Matching
This double-sided sliding puzzle board makes a convenient learning tool for toddlers to recognize colors 

and shapes. Randomly pick a card from 16 double-sided game cards and move the pieces around such 

that they match with the pattern on chosen card. A super fun game that enhances hand-eye coordination 

and train observation skills and logic abilities.

Size: 270 x 60 x 188 mm

Size: 370 x 370 x 17 mm

44691 Jumbo Memory Game
This jumbo size memory game comes with a sturdy 

wooden case, 24 wooden covers, and 5 double-sided 

game cards. Players in turn remove two covers at a 

time. If the two patterns are the same, the player gets 

to keep the covers. The one with the most covers wins 

the game. The game cards include patterns such as 

shapes, fruits, animals, vegetables, etc., and have 3 

levels of difficulty. Encourage memory development 

and fine motor skills. 
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44694 Nuts & Bolts (40 pcs)
Includes 20 pairs of nuts and bolts in 5 bright 

colors and shapes. Twist these colorful shapes 

on and off. Super fun for mix and match! 

Promote counting, sorting and fine motor 

skills and encourage problem solving 

and constructive play. Come with a 

cotton bag for easy storage.

Size: Board: 300 x 225 x 9 mm / Pen: 10 x 10 x 100 mm

This tracing board comes in a compact size for children to hold and for table top use. The gently engraved 

curved grooves make it ideal for children to control the handmovement and form muscle memory 

through epeated tracing. Promote fine motor control, hand-eye coordination and handwriting.

Tracing Board

44685 Geometric Maze Stacker
This geometric maze stacker includes 12 shape 

blocks and a beechwood base with 4 different 

mazes. Children can count the pieces, name the 

shapes, sort the colours, and practice fine 

motor skills. Develop colour perception, shape 

cognition and problem solving skills.

Size: 300 x 75 x 93 mm

44686 Geometric Size Stacker
This geometric size stacker includes 12 shape blocks and 

a beechwood base with 4 different rods for stacking. 

Children can count the pieces, name the shapes, sort the 

colours, and stack the blocks to compare sizes. 

Develop colour perception, shape cognition 

and learn about sizes.

Size: 300 x 75 x 63 mm
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Lowercase44695 Uppercase44696

Shapes44699 Transportation44700Numbers44698

Patterns44697
35mm

35mm

55mm
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2 ways to play : place the pieces in the puzzle board or stand upright for pretend play. Thick puzzle pieces are 

easy for small hands to hold and grasp. Matching patterns underneath the pieces offer visual clues. Promote 

hand-eye coordination, fine motor and problem solving skills.

Chunky Puzzle

Size: 300 x 225 x 16 mm

44986 Wooden Puzzle Display Stand

Size: 300 x 140 x 47 mm

Made of sturdy solid wood, this display stand can be 

used to display or store up to 10 puzzles.

FruitsFruitsFruitsFruits

Transportation44701 Farm44702

Vegetables44703 Fruits44704

44613 Montessori Puzzle 12pcs Set with Storage Shelf

Size: 315 x 240 x 360 mm

Comes with 12 puzzles and storage shelf. The puzzles are made of high quality wood with non-toxic 

water-based paint, smooth surface and round edges. Wooden knobs are easy for small hands to grasp. 

The bright and vibrant animal patterns would attract children's attention easily, promoting their 

recognition ability of animals. Furthermore, the puzzles would improve children's 

concentration by challenging their ability to solve the puzzles.
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44722 Mini Straight Track 
(Pack of 4)

Box size: 55 x 40 x 12 mm

44723 Medium Straight Track 
(Pack of 4)

Box size: 145 x 40 x 12 mm

44724 Ascending Track (Pack of 2)
Box size: 215 x 40 x 12 mm

44725 Short Curved Track 
(Pack of 4)

Box size: 90 x 64 x 12 mm

44726 Long Curved Track 
(Pack of 4)

Box size: 158 x 96 x 12 mm

Crafted from quality beechwood to ensure durability and safety.

Compatible with all other major wooden railway brands.

Train accessories

44727 Crossing Track
Box size: 108 x 40 x 12 mm

44730 8 Way Turntable
Box size: 145 x 145 x 12 mm
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44728 Short Curved Switching 
Track (Pack of 2)

Box size: 158 x 96 x 12 mm

44729 Curved Switching 
Track (Pack of 2)

Box size: 147 x 85 x 12 mm



Cleaning Tool Set
44567  /  3+

Activity Walker - Crocodile
44681  /  12M+

Magnetic Dress Up - Girl
44635  /  3+

Train Set Accessory - Classic Train
50819  /  3+

Train Set Accessory - Bullet train
50818  /  3+

Lacing Blocks - Zoo
59549  /  24M+

Lacing Blocks - Transportation
59851  /  24M+

Let's help these 12 animals find their matching shadow!

A fun way to develop new vocabulary, concentration and 

motor skill for small children, and build logical thinking 

skill by creating associations and relationships.

Shadow Matching Puzzle Set44747

Box size: 210 x 190 x 45 mm

Excellent puzzle set to learn counting and match number 

with quantities. A fun way to develop new vocabulary, 

concentration and motor skill for small children, 

and build logical thinking skill by creating 

associations and relationships.

Number Matching Puzzle Set44748

Box size: 210 x 190 x 45 mm

What's next? Help children understand the sequence of 

daily life activities, and develop logical reasoning and 

story telling skills. A fun way to develop new vocabulary, 

concentration and motor skill for small children, and 

build logical thinking skill by creating associations 

and relationships.

Logical Sequences Puzzle Set 
(Daily Activities)

44750

Box size: 210 x 190 x 45 mm

What's next? Help children understand logical ordering, 

and develop logical reasoning and story telling skills.

A fun way to develop new vocabulary, concentration 

and motor skill for small children, and build logical 

thinking skill by creating associations 

and relationships.

Logical Sequences Puzzle Set 
(Nature & Animals)

44751

Box size: 210 x 190 x 45 mm
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Explore 6 different professions and their tools and 

vehicles with this 24-piece puzzle set! A fun way to 

develop new vocabulary, concentration and motor 

skill for small children, and build logical thinking 

skill by creating associations and relationships.

Jobs & Tools Puzzle Set44749

Box size: 210 x 190 x 45 mm

New Addition to our FSC Collection

*All puzzle sets are packed 
  in magnetic closure boxes 
  for easy storage.

Shape Sorting Box
50844  /  24+

Lacing Blocks - Farm
59548  /  24M+

Car Carrier
44641  /  24M+

Hamburger & Sandwich
50810  /  18M+

City Vehicles 6pcs Set
59506  /  18M+
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